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PIMC Nursing Educators and Supervisors: Supporting Nurses and Making Education Happen!

Awesome Turnout at Essentials of Bowel Surgery! 80 Staff Members!

Under the leadership of Deb Ward Lund, nursing educator, Les Wilkie, ICU Supervisor, and Shoba Anand, 3E Nursing Supervisor, as well as other nursing supervisors, SIXTY nurses attended the lectures! By covering the floor, authorizing overtime, and attending themselves, the nursing supervisors and educators led the way for all of the nurses to attend. And pizza at the evening session was Deb’s idea! Thanks also to Dan Diggins and Silvia Benincaso for similar efforts with the pharmacy and nutrition departments.

And to all the staff members who attended: Thank you for making education a priority!
Play Track-That-Chair With Us! The Chairs have been assigned delivery dates!!

As soon as the first chairs arrive in late September, we’ll let you know! But we’re pretty sure you won’t be able to miss them!

Website

The website was recently updated to a new version of the software. The interface has a cleaner look. We are still cleaning up some of the formatting changes, but it has all of the functionality and content of the old version. Please remember the website has a large amount of content and is continually updated.